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Abstract

The brain perceives visual information and controls behavior depending on its underly-

ing neural circuits. How UV information is represented and processed in the brain

remains poorly understood. In Drosophila melanogaster, UV light is detected by the R7

photoreceptor that projects exclusively into the medulla layer 6 (M6). Herein, we

imaged 28,768 single neurons and identified 238 visual projection neurons linking M6

to the central brain. Based on morphology and connectivity, these visual projection

neurons were systematically classified into 94 cell types belonging to 12 families.

Three tracts connected M6 in each optic lobe to the central brain: One dorsal tract

linking to the ipsilateral lateral anterior optic tubercle (L-AOTU) and two medial tracts

linking to the ipsilateral ventral medial protocerebrum (VMP) and the contralateral

VMP. The M6 information was primarily represented in the L-AOTU. Each L-AOTU

consisted of four columns that each contained three glomeruli. Each L-AOTU glomeru-

lus received inputs from M6 subdomains and gave outputs to a glomerulus within the

ellipsoid body dendritic region, suggesting specific processing of spatial information

through the dorsal pathway. Furthermore, the middle columns of the L-AOTUs of both

hemispheres were connected via the intertubercle tract, suggesting information inte-

gration between the two eyes. In contrast, an ascending neuron linked each VMP to

all glomeruli in the bulb and the L-AOTU, bilaterally, suggesting general processing of

information through the ventral pathway. Altogether, these diverse morphologies of

the visual projection neurons suggested multi-dimensional processing of UV informa-

tion through parallel and bilateral circuits in the Drosophila brain.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Animal navigation relies on vision to generate a spatial map of the

external world in the brain. Insects use UV light as navigation signals

to locate the position of the sun (el Jundi et al., 2014; Pfeiffer &

Homberg, 2007; Warren et al., 2019). In Drosophila, the ellipsoid body

Abbreviations: Neuropil names: EB, Ellipsoid Body; L-AOTU, Lateral Anterior Optic Tubercle;

BU, Bulb; M6, Medulla layer 6; VMP, Ventral Medial Protocerebrum; Neuron name (The

arrow indicates the direction of information flow. The colons indicate a nondirectional

connection): MT, M6 ! L-AOTU; MV, M6 ! VMP; R7, Retina ! M6; TB, L-AOTU ! BU; TT,

L-AOTU ! L-AOTU; VBT, VMP ! BU::L-AOTU.
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(EB), a ring-shaped structure located at the center of the brain, acts as

an internal compass for navigation. The neural activity in EB neurons

reflects head orientation during locomotion (Fisher et al., 2019; Kim

et al., 2019). However, how UV information is represented in the

brain and relayed to the EB remains poorly understood.

The Drosophila compound eye is composed of about 750 omma-

tidia, each containing eight photoreceptors: six outer photoreceptors

(R1–R6) and two inner photoreceptors (R7 and R8). The R1–R6 photo-

receptors express broadband rhodopsin (Rh1) for motion vision, while

the R7 and R8 photoreceptors express different narrowband rhodop-

sin (Rh3–Rh6) for color vision. Visual information from the eye's pho-

toreceptors is conveyed to the optic lobe, which consists of four

neuropils: the lamina, medulla, lobula, and lobula plate. While the lam-

ina receives visual input from the R1–R6 photoreceptors, the medulla,

which comprises 10 layers (M1–M10), receives visual input from UV-

sensitive R7 photoreceptors and blue-green-sensitive R8 photorecep-

tors (Behnia & Desplan, 2015; Song & Lee, 2018). Color vision extracts

spectral information through synapse interactions between R7 and R8

neurons via reciprocal inhibition (Schnaitmann et al., 2018).

The axons of UV-sensitive R7 neurons terminate exclusively

within the layer 6 of the medulla (M6). Serial-section electron micros-

copy revealed that amacrine Dm8 neurons with dendritic arbors in

the M6 receive direct synaptic inputs from R7 neurons and connect

with transmedulla Tm5c neurons at the lobula. Consistently, func-

tional studies showed that information flows via R7 ! Dm8 ! Tm5c

are necessary for the UV preference behavior in Drosophila (Gao

et al., 2008; Takemura et al., 2013; Karuppudurai et al., 2014). Con-

versely, anatomical and functional studies have revealed that other

M6 output neurons known as MT (also, MC61 or MeTu) terminate at

the lateral anterior optical tubercle (L-AOTU) are necessary for the

phototaxis toward UV light (Otsuna et al., 2014). These results

suggested that UV information is diverged from M6 by different

downstream circuits related to control-specific aspects of behavior.

However, the M6 output circuits for processing UV information in the

Drosophila brain remain to be fully determined.

In this study, we performed a large-scale 3D imaging of single neurons

connecting the UV-receiving M6 to the central brain in Drosophila. Our

results on the topographical organization of 238 reconstructed M6 down-

stream neurons suggested that UV inputs are differentially and hierarchi-

cally represented in the brain. Furthermore, the UV information received

by the two eyes is integrated and processed in a multilayer manner.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Fly stocks

Fly strains (Drosophila melanogaster) were reared on a cornmeal-yeast-agar

medium at 25�C with 70% relative humidity under a 12 h/12 h light/dark

cycle. Wild type Canton-S flies were used for the generation of the repre-

sentative model of anterior optic tubercle. The GR-Gal4 and GR-LexA lines

were ordered from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center and the VT-

Gal4 lines from the Vienna Drosophila Resource Center.

2.2 | Immunohistochemistry

Brain samples were dissected within cold isotonic phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) and fixed immediately in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS on

ice with microwave irradiation (700 W, 90 s, three times). The samples

were fixed again in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS with 0.25% Triton X-

100 for another session of microwave irradiation (700 W, 90 s, three

times). Moreover, the fixed samples were degassed by vacuum in PBS

containing 2% Triton X-100 and 10% normal goat serum (NGS) for 1 h

to expel air from the tracheal system and then blocked; then the brain

samples were penetrated in the PBS containing 2% Triton X-100 and

10% NGS at 4�C overnight. For immunohistochemistry, brain samples

were incubated in PBS containing 0.25% Triton X-100 and 1% NGS

with mouse anti-discs large (DLG) antibodies (1:50, antibody 4F3;

Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank [DSHB], University of Iowa,

IW) for 2 days at 4�C; biotinylated goat anti-mouse IgG antibodies

(1:250, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) overnight at room tempera-

ture; and Alexa Fluor 635 streptavidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene,

OR) overnight at room temperature. Brain samples were extensively

washed in PBS containing 1% Triton X-100 and 3% sodium chloride

at room temperature for 20 min three times between each step.

Finally, the immunolabeled brains were cleared and mounted in the

FocusClear™ (CelExplorer, Taiwan) for confocal imaging.

2.3 | Confocal imaging and analysis

The morphology of single neurons and expression patterns of driver

lines were imaged under a C-Apochromat 40x/N.A 1.2 water immer-

sion objective lens (scanning speed, 7; line average, 4 times; zoom, 0.7;

optical slices, 1 μm; resolution, 1024 × 1024 pixels) on a Zeiss LSM710

confocal microscope. The high-resolution L-AOTU and BU models

were imaged under a Plan-Apochromat 63x/N.A 1.4 oil immersion

objective lens (scanning speed, 6; line average, 8 times; zoom, 0.7; opti-

cal slices, 0.5 μm; resolution, 1024 × 1024 pixels). All individual single-

neuron images were labeled with the mosaic analysis with a repressible

cell marker (MARCM) system (Lee & Luo, 1999) and segmented neu-

rons were warped into the FlyCircuit standard brain (FlyCircuit database,

version 1.2; http://www.flycircuit.tw; Chiang et al., 2011; Shih

et al., 2015) with Avizo 9.4.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA),

as previously described (Chiang et al., 2011; Shih et al., 2015).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Neural tracts that convey M6 visual
information to the central brain

UV-sensing R7 neurons send axonal terminals to M6. Through the

analysis of spatial connectivity between the neuropils of 28,608 single

neurons collected in the FlyCircuit database, we constructed a com-

prehensive map of the downstream circuitry of R7 neurons

(Figure 1a). The downstream neurons of the MR6 were classified into
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six families, based on their neuropil connectivity differences

(Figure 1b–g). Three neuronal families diverged from the M6: one fam-

ily terminated in the ipsilateral L-AOTU via the dorsal tract (named

the MT tract, Figure 1b); another family terminated in the ipsilateral

VMP via the short medial tract (named the short MV tract, Figure 1c);

finally, another family terminated in the contralateral VMP via the

long medial tract (named the long MV tract, Figure 1d). Two other

neuronal families diverged from the L-AOTU: one terminated in the

ipsilateral BU (named the TB tract, Figure 1e) while the other in the

contralateral L-AOTU (named the TT tract, Figure 1f). The remaining

neuronal family branched from the VMP and bilaterally terminated to

the BU and the L-AOTU of both brain hemispheres (named the VBT

tract, Figure 1g). Thus, UV information at MR6 was relayed to three

pairs of neuropils (i.e., L-AOTURL, VMPRL, and BURL) by six neuronal

families. Meanwhile, ML6 downstream neurons exhibited mirror cir-

cuitry of MR6 downstream neurons. Altogether, these results

suggested that each of these six neuropils receives UV information

from both eyes.

Upon examining the expression patterns of more than 5000 Gal4

and LexA drivers, we identified 22 with a specific expression in MT,

TB, or TT neurons (Figure 2 and Table 1). No driver showed specific

expression in short MV, long MV, or VBT neurons. To test neuronal

connectivity between R7 neurons, MT, TB, and TT neurons, we used

the two-color labeling with selected Gal4 drivers expressed in red

fluorescent proteins (mKO) and LexA drivers expressed in green fluo-

rescent proteins (GFP). Two-color labeling demonstrated the physical

connections that M6 input R7 neurons overlapped with M6 output

MT neurons in the M6 (Figure 3a1), L-AOTU input MT neurons over-

lapped with L-AOTU output TB neurons in the L-AOTU (Figure 3b1),

and L-AOTU commissural TT neurons overlapped with L-AOTU out-

put TB neurons in the two L-AOTUs (Figure 3c1, d1). To further con-

firm synaptic connectivity between pre- and post-synaptic neurons,

we used the method of green fluorescent protein reconstitution

across synaptic partners (GRASP) with selected Gal4 and LexA drivers

respectively expressed two split-GFP fragments—spGFP1-10 and

spGFP11 (Feinberg et al., 2008). GRASP signal was observed in the

synaptic connections between M6 input R7 neurons and M6 output

MT neurons (Figure 3a2), L-AOTU input MT neurons and L-AOTU

output TB neurons (Figure 3b2), and L-AOTU commissural TT neu-

rons and L-AOTU output TB neurons (Figure 3c2,d2). Consequently,

these findings suggested that UV information is conveyed from the

medulla of the optic lobe to the EB of the central brain via two UV

F IGURE 1 Neural tracts that
convey medulla layer 6 (M6) visual
information to the central brain.
(a) Map of the medulla layer 6 (M6)
downstream circuitry. (b) M6 output
neurons terminate in the ipsilateral
lateral anterior optic tubercle (L-

AOTU), named the MT tract
(MR6 ! L-AOTUR). (c) M6 output
neurons terminate in the ipsilateral
ventral medial protocerebrum (VMP),
named the short MV tract
(MR6 ! VMPR). (d) M6 output
neurons terminate in the contralateral
VMP, named the long MV tract
(MR6 ! VMPL). (e) L-AOTU output
neurons terminate in the ipsilateral
bulb (BU), named the TL tract (L-
AOTUR ! BUR). (f) L-AOTU output
neurons terminate in the contralateral
L-AOTU, named the TT tract (L-
AOTUR ! L-AOTUL). (g) A VMP
output neuron terminates bilaterally
in both the BU and the L-AOTU,
named the VBT tract (VMPR ! BURL::
L-AOTURL). An ellipsoid body
(EB) ring neuron is shown in yellow.
For clarity, all downstream neurons of
the ML6 are shown in gray [Color
figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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pathways, namely, R7 ! M6 ! ipsilateral L-AOTU ! ipsilateral BU

and R7 ! M6 ! ipsilateral L-AOTU ! contralateral L-AOTU !
contralateral BU.

3.2 | The L-AOTU consists of four columns

The L-AOTU is located at the dorsal–frontal surface, between the

mushroom body lobes and the lateral horn in each hemisphere

(Figure 4a). Previous studies defined three columns in L-AOTU: the

medial L-AOTU, the intermediate lateral L-AOTU, and the lateral L-

AOTU (Omoto et al., 2017; Timaeus et al., 2020). Here, we performed

immunolabeling with anti-DLG antibodies using high-resolution confo-

cal microscopy revealed that the L-AOTU is subdivided into four verti-

cal columns by the aggregation of DLG synaptic proteins (Figure 4b).

The obvious boundary allowed us to manually demarcate individual L-

AOTU columns (L-AOTU1, L-AOTU2, L-AOTU3, and L-AOTU4) from

medial to lateral (Figure 4b1), and to visualize their spatial relation-

ships (Figure 4c). Furthermore, each L-AOTU column expressed Gal4

or LexA drivers in the column-specific input MT tract (Figure 4d1–d4)

and the column-specific output TB tract (Figure 4e1–e4). Double

labeling with two L-AOTU column-specific drivers showed the four

L-AOTU columns in each brain hemisphere in the same fly (Figure 5).

Indeed, we found that the R56F07-Gal4 driver, which previously

defined as located in the intermediate lateral L-AOTU (Omoto

et al., 2017), contains two columns, namely, the L-AOTU2 and the

L-AOTU3 (Figure 5a and Table 2). Intriguingly, only the L-AOTU2 and

the L-AOTU3 in both hemispheres were linked by the commissural TT

tract formed by the L-AOTUR2,R3 ! L-AOTUL2,L3; L-AOTUL2,-

L3! L-AOTUR2,R3; L-AOTUR3! L-AOTUL3; and L-AOTUL3! L-AOTUR3

neurons (Figure 2c1–c2, and Table 1).

3.3 | Cell typing and nomenclature

We imaged the 160 single neurons that were stochastically labeled by

MARCM (Lee & Luo, 1999) using specific Gal4 drivers expressed in

M6 downstream neurons (Figure 2). Together with 78 related neurons

in the FlyCircuit database, we classified and named a total of 238 R7

downstream neurons (Table 3) into 94 cell types (including predicted

types), belonging to 42 subfamilies, 12 families, 6 classes, and 3 super-

classes (Figure 6 and Table 3). Neurons of the same cell type were

morphologically indistinguishable, connected the same neuropils, and

had a similar spatial distribution for both dendritic and axonal

F IGURE 2 Expression patterns
of Gal4 and LexA drivers in MT, TB,
and TT neurons. (a1–a10)
Expression of medulla layer 6 (M6)
output MT neuron drivers. (b1–b10)
Expression of lateral anterior optic
tubercle (L-AOTU) output TB neuron
drivers. (c1–c2) Expression of L-
AOTU output TT neurons drivers.

GFP expression patterns (green) and
names of Gal4 and LexA drivers
(bottom). Brain neuropils were
immunostained with anti-DLG
antibodies (blue). Images are frontal
views of confocal projections of
several adjacent optical sections
unless otherwise specified. Scale
bar: 20 μm [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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terminals. Neurons with dendrites and axons that innervated the same

neuropils belonged to the same family. Within the same family, neu-

rons with axonal terminals distributed in the same neuropil subdivi-

sion belonged to the same subfamily. Neurons with dendrites that

innervated the same neuropil belonged to the same class. Neurons

with mirror morphology between the two hemispheres belonged to

the same superclass.

For the systematic analysis of 238 single neurons, each cell type

was assigned a simple name based on their dendritic and axonal distri-

butions. For example, MR6-d ! L-AOTUR2-d (named MR6-dTR2-d,

Table 4, and Table 5) represents the MT neuron with dendritic arbors

in the dorsal region of the right M6 and the axon terminals in the dor-

sal glomerulus of the right L-AOTU2. Upon examining thousands of

single-neuron images and driver expressions, we found that these

visual projection neurons (VPNs) were highly stereotyped and left–

right symmetric in all cases from different individual neurons. This

allowed us to predict additional 34 types of M6 downstream neurons

(i.e., ML6-v ! L-AOTUL4-v and MR6-v ! L-AOTUR4-v were predicted

from the specific MT4 drivers, while and ML6-d,v ! VMPL-s,i was

predicted from the symmetrical neuronal partner, MR6-d,v ! VMPR-s,i).

Using this systematic nomenclature system, we provided a detailed

list of all identified and predicted cell types of the M6 downstream

neurons (See Tables 3 and 4 for VPN nomenclature and synonyms).

3.4 | MT neurons

All MT neurons linked the M6 to the ipsilateral L-AOTU and shared

similar morphology (Figure 7a–b). Each MT neuron had small-field

dendritic arbors in the subdomain of the M6 and axonal terminals in

a single glomerulus of the L-AOTU. Based on the differences in the

connection between the M6 subdomains and the L-AOTU glomeruli,

we classified the MT neurons into 21 cell types (including predicted

cell types) belonging to seven subfamilies in each hemisphere

(Figure 6 and Tables 3 and 4 for systematic analysis and a full list of

cell types). The dendrites of MT neurons covered the entire M6 from

TABLE 1 Characterization of the innervation pattern of 22 drivers expressed in MT, TB, and TT neurons [Color table can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Abbreviations: a, anterior; d, dorsal; i, inferior; s, superior; v, ventral.
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dorsal to ventral and from anterior to posterior, revealing tilling

innervation patterns in the M6 (Figure 7a–d). The axons of MT neu-

rons further subdivided the L-AOTU into 12 glomeruli, and each

L-AOTU column contained three glomeruli from dorsal, medial, to

ventral (Figure 7c–d). Altogether, MT neurons exhibited the following

wiring principles: (a) L-AOTU3 glomeruli receive visual inputs exclu-

sively from dorsal M6, but glomeruli in the L-AOTU1, L-AOTU2, and

L-AOTU4 receive visual inputs from both the dorsal M6 and the ven-

tral M6 (Figure 7e–f); (b) each L-AOTU column receives visual inputs

from both the posterior M6 and the anterior M6 (as shown by spe-

cific MT drivers) (Figure 2a); (c) the dorsal glomerulus of each

L-AOTU column receives visual inputs from the posterior M6, while

the ventral glomerulus of each L-AOTU column receives visual inputs

from the anterior M6 (as indicated by a single MT neurons)

(Figure 7c–d), consistently with previous reports (Timaeus

et al., 2020); and (d) each MT neuron has symmetrical neuronal part-

ners in the contralateral brain hemisphere (i.e., MR6-d ! L-AOTUR2-m

and ML6-d ! L-AOTUL2-m) (Figure 11a, yellow line).

3.5 | MV neurons

The morphological analysis of thousands of single neurons allowed us

to identify two families of M6 output neurons: one family linking the

M6 to the ipsilateral VMP (named the ipsilateral MV, Figure 7g), and

another family linking the M6 to the contralateral VMP (named the

contralateral MV, Figure 7j). The VMP is located at the most posterior

region of the brain, below the protocerebral bridge of each hemi-

sphere. Each MV neuron had small-field dendritic arbors in a

subdomain of the M6 and axon terminals in a subdomain of the VMP.

Based on the differences in the connections between the M6 sub-

domains and the VMP subdomains, the ipsilateral MV neurons and

the contralateral MV neurons had three subfamilies and two subfam-

ilies, respectively, per brain hemisphere, and each subfamily only had

one cell type (including predicted cell types) (Figure 6 and Tables 3

and 4). The morphology of three types of ipsilateral MV neurons

showed that two types had axon terminals in the medial region of the

superior and inferior VMPs (Figure 7g1–g2), while the remaining one

had axon terminals exclusively in the medial regions of superior VMP

(Figure 7g3). Furthermore, all contralateral MV neurons had axon ter-

minals in the medial region of the superior and inferior VMPs

(Figure 7j1–j2). Consequently, each VMP receives the convergent

visual inputs from both ipsilateral M6 and contralateral M6

(Figure 11a, green and blue line).

3.6 | TB neurons

All TB neurons linked the L-AOTU to the ipsilateral BU (Figure 8a–f).

Each TB neuron had dendritic arbors in a single glomerulus of the L-

AOTU and axon terminals in a single glomerulus of BU.

Immunolabeling of synaptic proteins with anti-DLG antibodies rev-

ealed that each BU consisted of approximately 80 microglomeruli

(Figure 9), which were divided into three groups: ~5 anterior micro-

glomeruli (BUa), 50 superior microglomeruli (BUs) and 25 inferior

microglomeruli (BUi) (Figure 9c). Based on the differences in the con-

nections between the 12 glomeruli of the L-AOTU and the three

groups of BU microglomeruli, we classified TB neurons into 18 cell

F IGURE 3 Anatomical connection from UV-sensing R7 photoreceptors to the central brain. (a) Connection between R7 and the MT. Overlap
of double labeling between R7 (labeled with Rh3-LexA, green) and the MT (labeled with VT50279-Gal4, magenta) in the medulla layer 6 (M6) (a1).
The green fluorescent protein reconstitution across synaptic partners (GRASP) signals between R7 and the MT show in the M6 (a2).
(b) Connection between the MT and the TB. Overlap of double labeling between the MT (labeled with VT50279-Gal4, magenta) and the TB
(labeled with L5190-LexA, green) in the lateral anterior optic tubercle (L-AOTU) (b1). The GRASP signals between the MT and the TB show in the
L-AOTU (b2). (c–d) Connection between the TB and the TT of the two hemispheres. Overlap of double labeling between the TB (labeled with
GR55000-LexA, green) and the TT (labeled with VT33054-Gal4, magenta) in the L-AOTUR (c1) and the L-AOTUL (d1). The GRASP signals

between the TB and the TT show in the L-AOTUR (c2) and the L-AOTUL (d2). Brain neuropils were immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies
(gray). Images are frontal views of confocal projections of several adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified. Scale bar: 20 μm [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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types (including predicted cell types) belonging to six subfamilies in

each hemisphere (Figure 6 and Tables 3 and 4 for systematic analysis

and a full list of cell types). The dendrites of TB neurons covered the

entire L-AOTU glomeruli from the L-AOTU1 to the L-AOTU4, reveal-

ing that dendrites of different types of TB neurons overlap in the L-

AOTU. Interestingly, we found that TB neurons displayed distinct

connections between the L-AOTU columns and the BU groups

(Figure 8m). Altogether, single TB neurons (Figure 8a–f) and specific

TB drivers (Figure 2b6–b10 and Figure 9d1–d5) demonstrated the fol-

lowing wiring principles: (a) the BUa receives visual inputs exclusively

from the glomeruli in the L-AOTU3 (Figure 8j); (b) the BUs receive

convergent visual inputs from the glomeruli in three consecutive col-

umns (i.e., L-AOTUR2 ! BUR-s, L-AOTUR3 ! BUR-s, and

L-AOTUR4 ! BUR-s) (Figure 8h, k, and l); (c) the BUi receives conver-

gent visual inputs from the glomeruli in two consecutive columns

(i.e., L-AOTUR1 ! BUR-i and L-AOTUR2 ! BUR-i) (Figure 8g, i); and

(d) each TB neuron has symmetrical neuronal partners in the contralat-

eral brain hemisphere (i.e., L-AOTUR2-d ! BUR-s and

L-AOTUL2-d ! BUL-s) (Figure 11a, red line).

3.7 | TT neurons

All TT neurons connected two L-AOTUs between the two brain hemi-

spheres (Figure 8n). Each TT neuron had dendritic arbors in the multi-

ple glomeruli of two L-AOTU middle columns and axon terminals in

the same glomeruli of the contralateral L-AOTU. Based on the differ-

ences in the connection between the L-AOTU glomeruli of the two

hemispheres, we classified TT neurons into two cell types belonging

to one family in each hemisphere (Figure 6 and Tables 3 and 4). One

F IGURE 4 The lateral anterior optic tubercle (L-AOTU) consists of four columns. (a) The anterior optic tubercle (AOTU) is located near the

frontal surface of the brain at the side of the mushroom (MB). (b) The AOTU consists of the medial AOTU (M-AOTU) and the lateral AOTU (L-
AOTU) and locates near the frontal surface of the brain. Imaging of anti-discs large (DLG) stained neuropils (gray) reveals clear structural
boundaries, including the vertical strata of the L-AOTU. (b1) Each color reveals a demarcated substructure in the L-AOTU. (c) Volume models of
four columns in the L-AOTU. (d1–d4) Expression of column-specific Gal4 and LexA drivers in input MT neurons that were visualized with mCD8::
GFP. (d5–d8) High-magnification image in the L-AOTU of column-specific input MT neurons (boxed inset). (e1–e4) Expression of column-specific
Gal4 and LexA drivers expressed in output TB neurons that were visualized with mCD8::GFP. (e5–e8) High-magnification image in the L-AOTU
of column-specific output TB neurons (boxed inset). Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (gray in a and b; blue in d and e).
Images are frontal views of confocal projections of several adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified. Scale bars: 20 μm [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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cell type had dendrites innervating six glomeruli in two ipsilateral L-

AOTU columns, with the axons terminating in the symmetric glomeruli

in two contralateral L-AOTU columns (i.e., L-AOTUR2-R3 ! L-

AOTUL2-L3 or L-AOTUL2-L3 ! L-AOTUR2-R3) (Figure 8n1). The other

cell type had dendrites innervating three glomeruli in the ipsilateral L-

AOTU3, with the axons terminating in the symmetric glomeruli in the

contralateral L-AOTU3 (i.e., L-AOTUR3 ! L-AOTUL3 or L-

AOTUL3 ! L-AOTUR3) (Figure 8n2). Altogether, single TT neurons

(Figure 8o–p) and specific TT drivers (Figures 2c1–c2) showed the fol-

lowing wiring principle: two L-AOTU middle columns receive and

exchange the convergent visual inputs from MT neurons on both

sides of the brain (Figure 11a, cyan line).

3.8 | VBT neurons

The identification of the MV neurons allowed us to ask how visual

information is conveyed to the EB from the VMP. Through the anal-

ysis of thousands of single neurons, we found an ascending neuron,

the unique VMP output neuron, linking the unilateral VMP to the

bilateral BU and the bilateral L-AOTU (named VBT, Figure 10a). The

VBT neurons had one cell type belonging to one subfamily in each

hemisphere (Figure 6 and Tables 3 and 4). Each VBT neuron had

dendritic arbors in the superior VMP and axon terminals in the three

groups of the bilateral BU and further extended to four columns of

the bilateral L-AOTU (Figure 10b–c). Consequently, the VBT neuron

had a symmetrical neuronal partner showing the mirror wiring dia-

gram in the contralateral brain hemisphere (i.e., VMPR-s ! BUR-a,s,i,L-

a,s,i::L-AOTUR1-R4,L1-L4 and VMPL-s ! BUL-a,s,i,R-a,s,i::L-AOTUL1-L4,R1-R4)

(Figure 11a, purple line). These results seemed to indicate that each

BU receives the visual inputs from the ipsilateral M6 and the contra-

lateral M6 via three parallel pathways: a dorsal tract from the ipsilat-

eral L-AOTU and two medial tracts from the ipsilateral VMP and the

contralateral VMP.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we provided a comprehensive map of single VPNs of the

M6 downstream circuitry in the Drosophila brain. We identified and

classified 238 VPNs into 94 cell types belonging to 12 families, based

on their 3D morphology. Classification of these single neurons based

on connectivity and specific Gal4 expression allowed us to refine dis-

tinct partitions of brain regions involved in UV information processing.

The stereotyped circuit organization suggested that environment UV

light is hierarchically represented in the brain, which integrates and

F IGURE 5 Double labeling revealed the lateral anterior optic tubercle (L-AOTU) contains four columns. Double labeling of column-specific
MT and TB drivers. (a) The axonal innervation of MT2 is in L-AOTU2 (labeled with GR52837-LexA, green) and the axonal innervation of MT2,3 is
in L-AOTU2,3 (labeled with R56F07-Gal4, magenta), confirming previous findings that the intermediate lateral L-AOTU is L-AOTU2 and L-AOTU3.
(b) The axonal innervation of MT2 is in L-AOTU2 (labeled with GR52837-LexA, green) and the axonal innervation of MT4 is in L-AOTU4 (labeled
with R73C04-Gal4, magenta), confirming previous findings that the lateral L-AOTU is L-AOTU4. (c) The axonal innervation of MT2 is in L-AOTU2

(labeled with GR52837-LexA, green) and the dendritic innervation of T1B is in L-AOTU1 (labeled with VT8684-Gal4, magenta). (a2–c2) High-
magnification image of the L-AOTU (boxed inset). Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). Images are frontal views of
confocal projections of several adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified. Scale bars: 20 μm (a1–c1) and 50 μm (a2–c2) [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2 Comparison of lateral
anterior optic tubercle (L-AOTU)
subdivisions from the current study and
previous studies

Current study (2020) Omoto et al. (2017) Timaeus et al. (2020)

1 VT8684-Gal4 Intermediate (im) R25C04-Gal4 Medial (m) R20B05-LexA

2 GR40683-Gal4 Intermediate lateral (il) R56F07-Gal4 Central (c) Anti-connectin

3 VT40023-Gal4

4 R73C04-Gal4 Lateral (l) R73C04-Gal4 Lateral (l) R85F05-Gal4
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TABLE 3 Neurons are identified from Flycircuit (orange), selected Gal4 (blue), and predicted type (gray) [Color table can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Note: *The corresponding name previously used in Drosophila.

**The corresponding name previously used in Drosophila.
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processes UV information in a multilayer, differential, and bilateral

manner.

4.1 | Homologous VPNs in other insect species

We morphologically identified six groups of visual projection neu-

rons (VPNs) that connect the optic lobe to the central brain in

Drosophila (Figure 1b–g). Several VPNs presented in this study

have been previously described in various insect species,

including locust (Homberg et al., 2003), butterfly (Heinze

et al., 2013), bee (Pfeiffer & Kinoshita, 2012; Zeller et al., 2015),

and silk moth (Namiki & Kanzaki, 2018). After performing com-

parative analysis of the neuronal morphology in the identified M6

downstream neurons, we provided a detailed list of the homolo-

gous VPNs in other insect species (Table 6). Three groups of

VPNs are highly similar to the well-characterized polarization-

sensitive neurons in locust (Homberg et al., 2003), butterfly

(Heinze et al., 2013), and bees (Pfeiffer & Kinoshita, 2012; Zeller

et al., 2015): (a) MT neurons are homologous to the

F IGURE 6 Classifying single visual
projection neurons (VPNs) into 94 cell
types (including 60 identified types).
Classification tree diagram of 238 single
visual projection neurons (VPNs). The
arrow indicates the direction of the
information flow. The regions where
dendrites are located are shown in green
and axons in red. The numbers in brackets

indicate the types identified from our
dataset of single neurons. M6, medulla layer
6; L-AOTU, lateral anterior optic tubercle;
VMP, ventral medial protocerebrum; BU,
bulb; d, dorsal; m, medial; v, ventral; a,
anterior; s, superior; I, inferior. See also
Tables 3 and 4 [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 4 Identified cell types (black) and predicted type from specific drivers (green) and symmetrical neuronal partner (red)
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transmedullary (TM) neurons with dendritic arbors in the medulla

and axon terminals in the lower AOTU; (b) TB neurons are

homologous to the tubercle-accessory lobe 1 (TuLAL1) neurons

with dendritic arbors in the lower AOTU and axon terminals in

the lateral and medial bulb; and (c) TT neurons are homologous

to the tubercle-tubercle neuron 1 (TuTu1) neurons connecting the

lower AOTUs of both hemispheres via the intertubercle tract. TT

neurons in the fly are likely to be involved in polarization and

color vision, as suggested by the functional studies of the TuTu1

neurons in the locust. Based on the size and location related to

the surrounding neuropils, the VMP of the fly resembles the pos-

terior slope of the silk moth. Thus, the ipsilateral MV neurons in

Drosophila may also be involved in the mating behavior, as dem-

onstrated in the morphologically similar medulla output neurons

of the silk moth (Namiki & Kanzaki, 2018). With these anatomical

observations, it can be stated that most of the visual projection

neurons are highly conserved in different insect species (Kinoshita

et al., 2007; Pfeiffer & Homberg, 2007).

TABLE 4 Continued

aNeuronal types are predicted from the specific drivers are shown in green (prediction ratio: 34%) and from the symmetrical neuronal partner are shown in red
(Prediction ratio: 2%).
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4.2 | Internal representation of UV information at
the L-AOTU

Three independent lines of evidence showed that each L-AOTU con-

sisted of four columns, and every column consisted of three glomeruli:

(a) evident anatomical boundary revealed by DLG immunostaining;

(b) column-specific Gal4 and LexA expression; and (c) single

glomerulus-specific input MT neurons and output TB neurons.

As each UV-sensing R7 neuron had an axonal bouton in a single

M6 column, the terminals of all the R7 neurons of ~750 ommatidia

form a retinotopic map at the M6 in a one-to-one pattern (Chin

et al., 2014). The stereotypical connectivity of single MT neurons

suggested the second layer of the internal representation of UV infor-

mation to the 12 L-AOTU glomeruli. As a single MT neuron had a den-

dritic arbor covering approximately 30 M6 columns and an axon

terminal in one L-AOTU glomerulus, an internal representation of UV

information at the L-AOTU required at least 25 MT neurons

(Figure 12). However, a L-AOTU single column-specific driver was

expressed in 10–80 MT neurons with dendritic arbors covering both

dorsal and ventral M6, suggesting that each L-AOTU column received

UV information from the entire visual field (Figure 13). Thus, a L-

AOTU glomerulus may receive inputs from at least 8 MT neurons

relaying UV information from approximately 250 M6 columns. Alto-

gether, the M6 representation of the anterior–posterior visual field is

likely further represented by the MT neurons along the dorsal–ventral

axis of the three glomeruli in each L-AOTU column. The calcium

response of MT downstream neurons, that is, TB neurons and ring

neurons of the EB, to horizontally moving objects suggested that each

of the four L-AOTU columns may separately be involved in processing

azimuth of the visual field (Seelig & Jayaraman, 2013; Omoto

et al., 2017).

The differential role of the four L-AOTU columns remains

unclear. Previous studies revealed three L-AOTU columns: the

medial L-AOTU, the intermediate lateral L-AOTU, and the lateral L-

TABLE 5 Lookup table of neuropil abbreviations

M6 Medulla, layer 6 L-AOTUL1-m Left L-AOTU, 1st column, medial glomerulus

MR6 Right M6 L-AOTUL1-v Left L-AOTU, 1st column, ventral glomerulus

MR6-d Right M6, dorsal part L-AOTUL2 Left L-AOTU, 2nd column

MR6-m Right M6, medial part L-AOTUL2-d Left L-AOTU, 2nd column, dorsal glomerulus

MR6-v Right M6, ventral part L-AOTUL2-m Left L-AOTU, 2nd column, medial glomerulus

ML6 Left M6 L-AOTUL2-v Left L-AOTU, 2nd column, ventral glomerulus

ML6-d Left M6, dorsal part L-AOTUL3 Left L-AOTU, 3rd column

ML6-m Left M6, medial part L-AOTUL3-d Left L-AOTU, 3rd column, dorsal glomerulus

ML6-v Left M6, ventral part L-AOTUL3-m Left L-AOTU, 3rd column, medial glomerulus

L-AOTU Lateral Anterior Optic Tubercle L-AOTUL3-v Left L-AOTU, 3rd column, ventral glomerulus

L-AOTUR Right L-AOTU L-AOTUL4 Left L-AOTU, 4th column

L-AOTUR1 Right L-AOTU, 1st column L-AOTUL4-d Left L-AOTU, 4th column, dorsal glomerulus

L-AOTUR1-d Right L-AOTU, 1st column, dorsal glomerulus L-AOTUL4-m Left L-AOTU, 4th column, medial glomerulus

L-AOTUR1-m Right L-AOTU, 1st column, medial glomerulus L-AOTUL4-v Left L-AOTU, 4th column, ventral glomerulus

L-AOTUR1-v Right L-AOTU, 1st column, ventral glomerulus BU Bulb

L-AOTUR2 Right L-AOTU, 2nd column BUR Right BU

L-AOTUR2-d Right L-AOTU, 2nd column, dorsal glomerulus BUR-a Right BU, anterior group

L-AOTUR2-m Right L-AOTU, 2nd column, medial glomerulus BUR-s Right BU, superior group

L-AOTUR2-v Right L-AOTU, 2nd column, ventral glomerulus BUR-i Right BU, inferior group

L-AOTUR3 Right L-AOTU, 3rd column BUL Left BU

L-AOTUR3-d Right L-AOTU, 3rd column, dorsal glomerulus BUL-a Left BU, anterior group

L-AOTUR3-m Right L-AOTU, 3rd column, medial glomerulus BUL-s Left BU, superior group

L-AOTUR3-v Right L-AOTU, 3rd column, ventral glomerulus BUL-i Left BU, inferior group

L-AOTUR4 Right L-AOTU, 4th column VMP Ventral Medial Protocerebrum

L-AOTUR4-d Right L-AOTU, 4th column, dorsal glomerulus VMPR Right VMP

L-AOTUR4-m Right L-AOTU, 4th column, medial glomerulus VMPR-s Right VMP, superior part

L-AOTUR4-v Right L-AOTU, 4th column, ventral glomerulus VMPR-i Right VMP, inferior part

L-AOTUL Left L-AOTU VMPL Left VMP

L-AOTUL1 Left L-AOTU, 1st column VMPL-s Left VMP, superior part

L-AOTUL1-d Left L-AOTU, 1st column, dorsal glomerulus VMPL-i Left VMP, inferior part
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AOTU (Omoto et al., 2017; Timaeus et al., 2020). With the single

column-specific driver expression and glomerulus-specific single

neuron morphology, we showed that the intermediate lateral L-

AOTU consists of two columns. Intriguingly, commissural TT neu-

rons connected only the two middle columns between the two

brain hemispheres. Similar commissural neurons were shown to be

sensitive to polarized light, unpolarized light, and UV/green

opponency in the locust brain (Kinoshita et al., 2007; Pfeiffer &

Homberg, 2007). The distinct connectivity of individual TB neu-

rons between single L-AOTU glomeruli and single BU micro-

glomeruli further supported the differential role of the four L-

AOTU columns. Moreover, functional imaging showed that the

BUs are sensitive to stimuli from the ipsilateral visual field and the

BUi to stimuli from the contralateral visual field (Omoto

et al., 2017). Altogether, these results suggested that every L-

AOTU column receives inputs from the entire ipsilateral visual

F IGURE 7 Connectivity analysis for medulla layer 6 (M6) output neurons MT, ipsilateral MV, and contralateral MV. (a) Three representative MT
neurons of the MR6-dTR3 subfamily. (b) Three representative MT neurons of the MR6-vTR2 subfamily. Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG
antibodies (blue). (c–d) Spatial distributions of three representative MT neurons of the same subfamily. Each MT neuron is registered to a standard
brain and is shown in a different color. (e–f) Gray indicates the innervation patterns of MT neurons between medulla layer 6 (M6) domains and
lateral anterior optic tubercle (L-AOTU) glomeruli. (g) Three representative ipsilateral MV neurons of different subfamilies. Brain structures
immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). (h) Spatial distribution of three representative ipsilateral MV neurons of different subfamilies. Each
ipsilateral MV neuron is registered to a standard brain and shown in a different color. (i) Gray indicates the innervation patterns of MV neurons
between M6 domains and ipsilateral ventral medial protocerebrum (VMP) domains. (j) Two representative contralateral MV neurons of different
subfamilies. Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). (k) Spatial distribution of two representative contralateral MV neurons
of different subfamilies. Each contralateral MV neuron is registered to a standard brain and shown in a different color. (l) Gray indicates the
innervation patterns of contralateral MV neurons between M6 domains and contralateral VMP domains. Images are frontal views of confocal
projections of several adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified. Scale bars: 20 μm [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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field. However, only the two middle L-AOTU columns also receive

inputs from the contralateral visual field, suggesting a differential

role of the four L-AOTU columns in the integration of UV informa-

tion from the two eyes.

Furthermore, we predicted additional 34 types of M6 down-

stream neurons by examining thousands of single-neuron images

and driver expressions (See Table 4 for the list of predicted cell

types in each family). These predicted neurons can be grouped

into two groups comprised 32 and two cell types that were

predicted from the specific drivers and the symmetrical neuronal

partner, respectively. However, it should be noted that the neuro-

nal types in each family might be incomplete, although we

described a large number of visual projection neurons in this

study. Neuronal types that connect L-AOTU1 and L-AOTU3 bilat-

erally across the two hemispheres may exist, as it has been

shown that in honeybees, all compartments of the AOTUs of both

hemispheres are connected via three types of TT neurons (Zeller

et al., 2015). Our light microscopy data with electron microscopy

reconstructions of the entire adult fruit fly brain could help to

map the complete population of these visual projection neurons

(Zheng et al., 2018).

4.3 | Parallel processing and bilateral integration

Parallel circuit processing is a common feature of most sensory

modalities, such as the visual and olfactory sensory systems. In Dro-

sophila, the olfactory projection neurons relaying odor information

to the mushroom body and the lateral horn were proposed to medi-

ate learned and innate olfactory behaviors, respectively (Amin &

Lin, 2019; Sanes & Zipursky, 2010). The M6 ! L-AOTU ! EB is a

common pathway processing polarized light for decision-making

during navigation in insects (el Jundi et al., 2014; Warren

et al., 2019). Here, we found another pathway M6 ! VMP with

MV neurons relaying M6 information directly to the VMP premotor

center, where dense descending neurons link the brain to the ven-

tral nerve cord for rapid locomotion response (Namiki et al., 2018).

In the silk moth Bombyx mori, head orientation requires a visual

F IGURE 8 Connectivity analysis for lateral anterior optic tubercle (L-AOTU) output neurons TB and TT. (a) Three representative TB neurons
of the TR1BR-i subfamily. (b) Three representative TB neurons of the TR2BR-s subfamily. (c) Two representative TB neurons of the TR2BR-i

subfamily. (d) Three representative TB neurons of the TR3BR-a subfamily. (e) Three representative TB neurons of the TR3BR-s subfamily. (f) Three
representative TB neurons of the TR4BR-s subfamily. Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). (g–l) Spatial distribution of
three representative TB neurons of the same subfamily. Each TB neuron is registered to a standard brain and shown in a different color. (m) Gray
indicates the innervation patterns of the TB neurons between L-AOTU glomeruli and ipsilateral BU groups. (n) Two representative TT neurons of
different subfamilies. Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). (o) Spatial distribution of two representative TT neurons of
the different subfamilies. Each TT neuron is registered to a standard brain and shown in a different color. (p) Gray indicates the innervation
patterns of the TT neurons between the right and left L-AOTU glomeruli. Images are mostly frontal views of confocal projections of several
adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified. Scale bars: 20 μm [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F IGURE 9 The bulb (BU) consists of ~80 microglomeruli divided into three groups. (a1) The bulb (BU) is located in the central brain at the
side of the fan-shaped body (FB). (a2) Imaging of anti-discs large (DLG) stained neuropils (gray) reveals clear structural boundaries, including the
granular structure of BU. Each color reveals a demarcated substructure in the BU. (b) Volume models of 80 microglomeruli in the BU. (c) Volume
models of BU groups: The anterior group (BUa), the superior group (BUs), and the inferior (BUi) group. (d1–d5) Expression of column-specific Gal4
drivers in TB that were visualized with mCD8::GFP. (e5–e8) High-magnification image in the BU groups of TB neurons (boxed inset). Brain
structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). Images are mostly frontal views of confocal projections of several adjacent optical
sections unless otherwise specified. a, anterior; s, superior; i, inferior. Scale bars: 20 μm [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 10 Connectivity analysis for ventral medial protocerebrum (VMP) output neurons VBT. (a) A representative VBT neuron (green).
Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). (b) The VBT neuron is registered to a standard brain. (c) Gray indicates the
innervation patterns of VBT neurons between VMP domains, L-AOTU glomeruli, and BU groups. Images are frontal views of confocal projections
of several adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified. scale bars: 20 μm [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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projection neuron with small-field dendritic arbors in the medulla

and large-field axon terminals in the posterior slope, a brain region

analogous to the VMP in the fly (Namiki & Kanzaki, 2018). The

axon of MV neurons terminates in both the ipsilateral and the con-

tralateral VMPs, where the VLT neurons further relay visual

information to the BU and the L-AOTU bilaterally, suggesting

another circuit mechanism of bilateral integration of UV information

from both eyes in the fruit fly. Whether the M6 ! VMP ! EB

pathway mediates head orientation as in the silk moth remains to

be addressed.

TABLE 6 Lookup table of homologous visual projection neurons across species

Fruit fly Locust, monarch butterfly, bumblebee, honeybee, silk moth

Neuron name in the
current study

Other name in the
literatures Reference

Homologous neurons in other
species Reference

MT (M6 ! L-AOTU) MeTu (medullo-tubercular

neurons)

Omoto et al. (2017) TM (transmedullary neurons) Locust: Homberg et al. (2003)

Timaeus et al. (2020) Butterfly: Heinze et al. (2013)

MC61 (medullar columnar

61 neurons)

Otsuna et al. (2014) Bumblebee: Pfeiffer and

Kinoshita (2012)

TM (transmedullary

neurons)

Fischbach and

Dittrich (1989)

Honeybee: Zeller et al. (2015)

TB (L-AOTU ! BU) TuBu (tubercular-bulbar

neurons)

Omoto et al. (2017) TuLAL1 (tubercle-accessory

lobe 1 neurons)

Locust: Homberg et al. (2003)

Timaeus et al. (2020) Butterfly: Heinze et al. (2013)

Lamaze et al. (2018) Bumblebee: Pfeiffer and
Kinoshita (2012)

Guo et al. (2018) Honeybee: Zeller et al. (2015)

TT (L-AOTU !
L-AOTU)

– – TuTu1 (tubercle-tubercle

neuron 1 neurons)

Locust: Homberg et al. (2003)

Butterfly: Heinze et al. (2013)

Bumblebee: Pfeiffer and
Kinoshita (2012)

Honeybee: Zeller et al. (2015)

ipsilateral MV
(M6 ! ipsi-VMP)

– – Medulla output neurons

(unnamed)

Silk moth: Namiki and

Kanzaki (2018)

TABLE 7 List of ellipsoid body (EB)
ring neuron types

Neuron type

Innervation

Neurotransmitter ReferenceEB ringsa BU groupsb

R1 C i GABA Hanesch et al. (1989)

Glutamate Daniels et al. (2008)

Acetylcholine Zhang et al. (2013)

R2 A s GABA Hanesch et al. (1989)

Acetylcholine Zhang et al. (2013)

R3 A i GABA Hanesch et al. (1989)

Glutamate Daniels et al. (2008)

R4d O s GABA Hanesch et al. (1989)

R4m O a, s GABA Hanesch et al. (1989)

Glutamate RW Daniels et al. (2008)

Acetylcholine Zhang et al. (2013)

P P – – Lin et al. (2013)

aDendritic distribution in the specific EB ring is indicated: C, center ring; A, anterior ring; O, outer ring; P,

posterior ring.
bAxon distribution in the specific bulb (BU) groups is indicated: i, inferior groups; s, superior groups; a,

anterior groups.
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4.4 | Heading representation

A population of EB output neurons (E-PG) that is responsive to

changes in head direction acts as an internal compass for navigation

(Seelig & Jayaraman, 2015). The EB consists of five major types of

intrinsic ring neurons (R1–R4 and P, Table 7). The R1–R4 neurons

are downstream from TB neurons that connect at specific BU

microglomeruli to the EB, while the P neurons connect the inferior

dorsofrontal protocerebrum (IDFP) to the EB (Hanesch et al., 1989;

Renn et al., 1999; Daniels et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2013; Zhang

et al., 2013; Martín-Peña et al., 2014). It remains unclear how EB

ring neurons orchestrate the compass activity of EB output neu-

rons. Here, we demonstrated parallel visual pathways and

stereotyped connectivity from the M6 columns to the BU glomeruli,

indicating a complex computation of bilateral UV information at the

EB ring. To generate stable heading representation, GABAergic inhi-

bition by the ring neurons on the E-PG neurons is necessary (Fisher

et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019). However, while GABAergic R2 and

R4m neurons convey information to the A ring and the O ring,

respectively (Table 7), E-PG neurons have dendrites only in the C

ring and the P ring (Lin et al., 2013; Su et al., 2017). As every BU

microglomerulus receives UV information, we speculated that head-

ing representation is modulated by interactions among different EB

ring neurons.

Parallel and bilateral visual pathways indicated that every EB ring

receives visual inputs from bilateral BU glomeruli via ipsilateral

F IGURE 11 Summary of anatomical observations in UV pathways of the Drosophila brain. (a) Schematic overview displaying the projection
organization in 12 families of visual projection neurons (VPNs). VPNs colored by family (MT neuron = yellow line, ipsilateral MV neuron = green

line, contralateral MV = blue, TB neuron = red line, TT neuron = cyan line, and VBT neuron = purple line). VPNs on the right-hand and the left-
hand side of the brain are shown in solid line and dotted line, respectively. Filled circles (dendritic) and arrowheads (axonal) point to the target
regions of 42 subfamilies. (b) Wiring diagram of the UV circuitry. Arrows indicate the directions of visual information flow. Gray arrows indicate
the directions of the purposed visual information flow. The purposed functional implications of the UV circuitry in the brain is shown in gray. M6,
medulla layer 6; L-AOTU, lateral anterior optic tubercle; VMP, ventral medial protocerebrum; BU, bulb; CX, central complex; VNC, ventral nerve
cord; d, dorsal; m, medial; v, ventral; a, anterior; s, superior; i, inferior [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F IGURE 12 Retinotopic map of the ML-dTL3 subfamily. (a) Four representative MT neurons of the ML6-dT3-d type. Brain structures
immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). (b) Four representative MT neurons of the ML6-dT3-m type. Brain structures immunostained with
anti-DLG antibodies (blue). (c) Four representative MT neurons of the ML6-dT3-v type. Brain structures immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies
(blue). (a5–a8) Skeletal model showing the coverage of medulla layer 6 (M6) columns by individual ML6-dT3-d types in a1–a4. (b5–b8) Skeletal
model showing the coverage of M6 columns by individual ML6-dT3-m types in b1–b4. (c5–c8) Skeletal model showing the coverage of M6 columns
by individual ML6-dT3-v types in c1–c4. (d) Merged skeletal model of the four ML6-dT3-d (d1), four ML6-dT3-m (d2), and four ML6-dT3-v (d3). Images
are frontal views of confocal projections of several adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified. Scale bars: 20 μm [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 13 Number of column-specific Gal4 and LexA drivers in three MT neurons in each brain hemisphere. Top: Neuron name of column-
specific MT neuron. Middle: Expression of column-specific Gal4 and LexA drivers that were visualized with mCD8::GFP. Brain structures
immunostained with anti-DLG antibodies (blue). Bottom: Number of neurons for each column-specific MT neuron by counting labeled cells in
Gal4 and LexA drivers. Images are mostly frontal views of confocal projections of several adjacent optical sections unless otherwise specified.
scale bars: 20 μm [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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pathways (MT–TB and MV–VBT) and contralateral pathways (MT–

TT–TB and MV–VBT), suggesting different heading representations

between the two BUs on each side of the EB ring. When a fly encoun-

ters a visual cue in the front, only the posterior M6 receives visual

information from the R7 neurons in both eyes (Fischbach &

Dittrich, 1989). From here, only dorsal glomeruli of the four L-AOTU

columns receive visual input from the posterior M6 in both brain hemi-

spheres, indicating that some, but not all, BU microglomeruli receive

visual inputs. As the visual cue moves to the right, both the posterior

and the anterior M6 in the right brain hemisphere receive visual inputs.

From here, all glomeruli in the four L-AOTU columns in the right brain

hemisphere receive visual inputs, indicating that all the microglomeruli

of the right BU receive visual inputs from both the posterior and the

anterior M6 in the right eye. The difference between the two M6

visual fields is further represented to the bilateral BUs by commissural

TT neurons and ascending VBT neurons, suggesting a circuit mecha-

nism for the heading representation during navigation.

Altogether, the morphological diversity of the visual projection

neurons of the M6 downstream circuitry suggested multi-dimensional

processing of UV information via hierarchical, multiple-layer, parallel,

and bilateral circuits in the Drosophila brain. Notably, the downstream

circuitry, which comprises the specialized polarization-sensitive R7

neurons in the dorsal rim area (DRA) of the Drosophila's eye termi-

nate in the medulla dorsal rim area (MEDRA), may differ from the

one described herein. Furthermore, the UV-sensitive R7 and the

blue-green-sensitive R8 neurons mutually inhibit each other

(Schnaitmann et al., 2018). The M6 downstream circuitry may also be

involved in color vision (with an antagonistic action) for green light,

as has been shown for TT neurons in locusts (Kinoshita et al., 2007;

Pfeiffer & Homberg, 2007). The UV-sensitive R7 neurons also relay

visual signals to the lobula via R7–Dm8–Tm5c for UV preference

behavior (Gao et al., 2008; Karuppudurai et al., 2014), suggesting that

the differentially processed downstream circuits of R7 neurons may

convey diverse information to the central brain for color comparison

in Drosophila. However, the mechanism underlying the circuit interac-

tions between these parallel pathways (R7–Dm8–Tm5c, R7–MT–TB,

and R7–MV–VBT) remains to be elucidated. Altogether, this

comprehensive visual circuit map provides the basis for studying

how the brain uses UV information to guide navigation behavior in

Drosophila.
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